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Abstract:
Allegheny woodrats (Neotoma magister) once ranged throughout most of the eastern
United States, however in recent years their populations have experienced dramatic
declines. Several mutually inclusive hypotheses may explain the decline of the woodrat
populations, including habitat fragmentation and disturbance, decreased food availability,
and increased exposure to the deadly raccoon roundworm (Baylisascaris procyonis).
Select historic locations were evaluated for habitat characteristics, the prevalence of
raccoon roundworm and the presence of predators and competitors, in order to evaluate
the impacts of each of the three hypotheses. The results indicated that raccoon
roundworm and decreased hard mast availability are the main drivers behind the
extirpation of Allegheny woodrats at the four surveyed historic sites. Finally, each site
was characterized and evaluated for its potential for future woodrat reintroductions. It is
recommended that future research evaluates the remaining historic locations in New
Jersey, in order to determine state-wide factors associated with the decline of Allegheny
woodrat populations.
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Introduction
Extinction is a natural process that occurs when populations cannot overcome
environmental change (Vermeij, 1986). While extirpation of a species, from a portion of
an ecosystem, is not cause for concern continued extirpations could become a serious
issue (Norton, 1986). In recent years, there has been a large increase in the rate of
extinctions, due to human induced environmental changes, which has exacerbated the
rate of both local and global extirpations (Vermeij, 1986). When a species is lost from a
system and the system fails to return to normal, it can result in a continuing spiral of
extinction, which leads to a large loss of overall biodiversity (Norton, 1986). However,
while the rate of extinctions is increasing it is not felt equally across all species (Vermeij,
1986).
There are certain characteristics that put populations more at risk than others, especially
in the instances of small or rare populations (Vermeij, 1986). These characteristics
include, but are not limited to, low population densities with large home ranges, large
body sizes, endothermic animals, small geographic ranges, and short breeding seasons
(Vermeij, 1986). Rare populations, or populations with the aforementioned
characteristics, are more affected by genetic drift, habitat fragmentation, and invasive
species introductions (Slobodkin, 1986). When one or more of these factors affect the
same populations, over a short period, the results can be catastrophic (Slobodkin, 1986).
Additionally, the effects of these factors are further exacerbated by humans and
anthropogenically induced climate changes (Slobodkin, 1986). One such example is the
Allegheny woodrat (Neotoma magister), a native of North America, which has been
experiencing large declines due to a number of reasons.
General Information and Life History
The Allegheny woodrat is a medium-sized rodent with a long, hairy tail that is found
throughout a large portion of the eastern United States (Castleberry et al., 2006). Adults
exhibit a bicolored pelage consisting of brown/grey hair dorsally and white hair ventrally
(Castleberry et al., 2006). Woodrats build nests composed of dried grasses and shredded
wood fibers deep within the rocky habitats that they occupy (Castleberry et al., 2006).
Woodrats breed once or twice each year, between mid-March and early-October,
depending on location, producing average litters of two young and a maximum of four
(Castleberry et al., 2006; Wood, 2010). The young, like other rodents, are born hairless,
blind, and grow slowly, reaching maturity in three to four months (Wood, 2010;
LoGiudice, 2010). These sub-adults do not breed in their first year, despite possibly
reaching sexual maturity during the breeding season (LoGiudice, 2010). Adult Allegheny
woodrats have small territories around their nesting sites that they actively defend from
other woodrats, but will travel throughout a larger home range while foraging for food or
during mating season (Castleberry, 2010).
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Allegheny woodrats can inhabit a wide variety of forests, but require a diverse
understory, partial overstory and the presence of rocky habitats including boulder fields,
caves, cliffs, or talus slopes (Castleberry et al., 2006; Castleberry, 2010; Page et al.,
2012). The rocky patches, and forested area located immediately around it, are referred to
as surface rock communities (Hassinger et al., 2010). The surface rock communities are
home to a wide variety of creatures including, but not limited to, woodrats (Neotoma sp.),
shrews (Sorex sp.), voles (Microtus sp.), mice (Peromyscus sp.), bats (Myotis sp.), ravens
(Corvus corax), weasels (Mustela sp.), skunks (Mephitis mephitis), raccoons (Procyon
lotor), and bears (Ursa sp.) (Castleberry et al., 2006). The most important component, of
the surface rock communities is the characteristics of the rocky patches and is often the
determining factor of whether the habitat is suitable for woodrats (Castleberry et al.,
2006). Allegheny woodrats require large outcroppings with a moderate to high amounts
of crevices, which provide deep underground channels (Castleberry, 2010; Hassinger et
al., 2010).
Surface rock communities are naturally patchy due to the surrounding geography and
topography of the area. This patchiness results in large rocky outcroppings punctuated
throughout a larger forested area, leading to a metapopulation matrix, a distribution
pattern exhibited by a number of organisms (Wood, 2010). An Allegheny woodrat
metapopulation exists in an area that encompasses multiple habitat sites that are
connected through dispersal routes, which range between 2.5 and 6 km for the species
(Hassinger et al., 2010). Operationally speaking, a habitat site, as defined by Hassinger et
al. (2010), is any surface rock community, plus an additional 200 meter zone
encompassing the foraging area, that is separated by unsuitable habitat, by a minimum
200 meters. This patchiness is not a hindrance to the Allegheny woodrat, as individuals
are known to travel long distances for both breeding and food collection (Wood, 2010).
Allegheny woodrats consume a wide variety of foods, which can vary depending on
annual and seasonal variability (Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010). Woodrats are
considered generalist herbivores and consume a variety of food including hard and soft
mast, foliage, and fungi (Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010; LoGiudice, 2010). Generally
speaking, woodrats prefer to eat berries, nuts, seeds and fungi when possible, using
foliage and browse as a second option when higher quality food is not available
(LoGiudice, 2010). In the spring, woodrats rely heavily on fungi, early fruit producing
plants and the buds of American beech (Fagus grandifolia) and birch species (Betula sp.)
(Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010). In the summer months, woodrats continue to rely on
fungi as well as many other fruiting bodies, including berries, acorns, other hard mast,
and sometimes insects (Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010). As fall approaches, woodrats
begin to store higher fiber food and rely on ferns and foliage as their main food source
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(Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010). Throughout the winter months, woodrat rely almost
entirely on their stored food caches, which were collected throughout late summer and
early fall (Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010). While the quantity of food collected is
important, for winter survivorship, the quality of food highly affects the reproductive
success of the following spring, underlining the importance of storing high fiber foods
(LoGiudice, 2010).
The collection and storage of food is one of the most characteristic behaviors exhibited
by Allegheny woodrats, however there are many other distinctive behaviors that define
the species (Castleberry et al., 2006). Woodrats are highly nocturnal animals and are not
often seen during the day (Castleberry et al., 2006). In addition to collecting food,
woodrats are known to collect other objects such as raccoon scat (for seeds), trash and
other general debris, giving them their nickname of ‘packrat’ (Castleberry et al., 2006).
Although woodrats actively defend their nesting sites, they must travel further distances
throughout their home ranges in search for food or, in the case of males, mates. These
home ranges often overlap with those of other individuals, but nesting sites are always
separate (Castleberry et al., 2006). Home ranges and nesting sites are often marked using
a scent gland on the ventral surface of both the males and females, and is often observed
as a stain on the surface of rocks (Castleberry et al., 2006). Lastly, Allegheny woodrats
are notoriously hygienic animals and are known for depositing their feces and urine in
communal latrines, which are often located on flat rock surfaces (Castleberry et al.,
2006).
The History of the Allegheny Woodrat
Historic distributions of the Allegheny woodrat once covered most of the Appalachian
mountain range and interior highland regions of the eastern United States; ranging from
southwest Connecticut to northern Alabama and as far west as central Tennessee (Page et
al., 2012; LoGiudice 2006). Today, populations have been reduced significantly in the
northern parts of their range, leading to extirpations in New York and Connecticut, and
one restricted population in the Hudson River Palisades of New Jersey (Castleberry et al.,
2006; Wright, 2010). In response to its decreasing range, the Allegheny woodrat has been
listed as endangered, threatened, or a species of concern in every state with extant
populations (Mengak and Castleberry, 2010). In order to fully understand the reason(s)
behind the decreasing populations, it is important to examine both the historical and
current factors affecting Allegheny woodrats (LoGiudice, 2006).
Human documentation, of the early history of the Allegheny woodrat, is patchy
(LoGiudice, 2006). Since the species was neither a nuisance nor an economically
important animal, little attention was paid to it. It is believed that the decline of woodrat
populations has not been a continual problem but rather a stepwise decline punctuated by
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periods of population stability (LoGiudice, 2006). Hypotheses suggest that the decline of
woodrats, throughout their range, began in the early 1900’s, coinciding with the
European settlements, which caused habitat fragmentation and disturbances (LoGiudice,
2006). Once the woodrats acclimated to the presence of humans, their populations leveled
out most likely due to the additional loss of competitors and predators, due to the early
hunting regimes of the early settlers (LoGiudice, 2006). Woodrat populations then
exhibited a second decline from 1910-1930 when the Chestnut blight (Cryphonectria
parasitica) was introduced to the Appalachian forests, causing a drastic decline in one of
the largest hard mast producing trees, the American chestnut (Castanea dentate)
(LoGiudice, 2006). Over time, the forests community structures shifted and oak species
(Quercus sp.) filled the niche that the American chestnut had left behind, resulting in
another period of woodrat population stability (LoGiudice, 2006). Then in the mid 19601970’s, the introduction of the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) led to the defoliation of
oak species and the subsequent loss of a major woodrat food source (acorns), further
stressing woodrat populations (LoGiudice, 2006). From this point on, woodrat
populations were continuously exposed to different factors contributing to ongoing
declines in abundance. In the 1960s, reintroductions of many game species and new
hunting restrictions allowed previously diminished competitor and predator populations
to grow, further reducing food available to the woodrats (LoGiudice, 2006). Finally, in
the 1970s, raccoon roundworm (Baylisacaris procynosis) prevalence increased across the
northern regions of their distributions, causing a devastating decline in Allegheny
woodrat populations (LoGiudice, 2006). Today there are many theories about which
factors prevent Allegheny woodrat populations from recovering.
Factors Regarding Allegheny Woodrat Declines
Because the factors that affect Allegheny woodrat populations have changed over time, it
is important to understand current relevant factors in order to make informed
management decisions (Peles and Wright, 2010). Today the three most common
hypotheses, related to declining populations, are habitat fragmentation and disturbance,
decreased food availability, and increased mortality from raccoon roundworm
(LoGiudice, 2010). The habitat fragmentation and disturbance hypothesis is not likely the
driving force behind today’s populations decline for two reasons. Firstly, studies have
shown that woodrats have learned to live along humans, and human presence does not
affect populations in the same way (LoGiudice, 2010). Secondly, rocky fields are
resilient to disturbance and fragmentation in that they are difficult for humans to reach
and their natural geography protects them (LoGiudice, 2010). However, while the rocky
outcroppings are not influenced directly by human disturbance, the surrounding forest
does, which is the woodrats’ main source of food. Therefor it is possible that forest
management practices in areas close to woodrat populations could have significant
impacts on populations.
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Several factors contribute to the decreased food hypothesis. Firstly, American chestnut
populations have never recovered from the introduction of the chestnut blight, in the early
1900’s, permanently removing an important woodrat food resource from North American
forests (Castleberry and Castleberry, 2010). Secondly, while oak species have filled the
niche left behind by the American chestnut, oak mast is sporadic and inconsistent,
meaning that the available hard mast can vary from year to year (Mengak and
Castleberry, 2008). Furthermore, the gypsy moth also causes defoliation of oaks leading
to further unpredictability related to mast production (LoGiudice, 2006). Thirdly, restabilization of competitors including white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), black
bears (Ursus americanus) and turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo), reduces the food available
to woodrats (LoGiudice, 2006). These factors all drastically affect the hard mast
production, which is important for Allegheny woodrat reproduction, leading to decreased
yearly recruitment into populations.
The third hypothesis, increased parasite load, is gaining increased support as more work
is done on the prevalence of the raccoon roundworm. The raccoon roundworm is a native
parasite that has co-evolved with its definitive host, the raccoon, throughout North
America (LoGiudice, 2003). Raccoons are a highly versatile species, and in recent years,
their population densities have increased leading to increased parasite loads (Hassinger et
al., 2010). The raccoon roundworm is a highly resilient pathogen and once an area is
infected, it can take years to eliminate the pathogen (LoGiudice, 2010). Animals become
infected, with the raccoon roundworm, after ingesting contaminated food, resulting in
clinical larva migrans, a deadly disease affecting the central nervous systems of a variety
of animals (LoGiudice, 2003). Allegheny woodrats are at a higher risk of infection from
the parasite because they often store raccoon scat for its seeds, leading to a higher rate of
infections compared with similar species (LoGiudice, 2010).
In addition to the three proposed hypotheses, two other factors could be contributing to
the Allegheny woodrat declines. Firstly, along with the reestablishment of competitors
was the reestablishment of possible predators. Known predators of Allegheny woodrats
include bear, weasel, snakes, owls, foxes (Vulpes vulpes) and other animals common to
the forested habitat (Hassinger et al., 2010). Secondly, genetics also play an important
role in the survivorship of specific populations. Isolated populations, like the woodrat
population in the Hudson River Palisades of New Jersey, are subject to many genetic
effects related to small populations. The effect of genetic factors is extremely difficult to
examine in extinct populations, due to the lack of genetic materials; however, you can
examine the role of genetic influences in extant populations. The leading genetic
influences on small populations are inbreeding depression and genetic drift (Smyser and
Rhodes, 2010).
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Genetic drift is the random process by which gene frequencies change from one
generation to the next (Lacy, 1987). This is extremely important in small populations
because small changes in gene frequencies can result in the loss of alleles throughout
multiple generations (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010). The loss of alleles can then affect a
population’s ability to adapt to changing environments (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010).
However, in populations that exist in a metapopulation matrix, like the Allegheny
woodrat, each subpopulation is exposed to its own changes in allelic frequencies, which
means it is possible for alleles to be reintroduced through migration patterns between sub
populations (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010). Therefore, in order to mitigate the effects of
genetic drift with in small populations or metapopulations it is important to insure that
there is connectivity between subpopulations that allow migrations and consequently
genetic exchange (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010).
The loss of alleles results in increased homozygosity throughout the population, which
means that the population is at risk from the similar but independent process of
inbreeding depression (Lacy, 1987). Inbreeding results when close relatives interbreed
resulting in a loss of alleles (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010). This is an especially high
problem in small populations because it is more likely the animals are related, within the
smaller populations rather than larger populations (Lacy, 1987). Inbreeding is usually
presented through genetic abnormalities that affect species’ fitness and result in a decline
in recruitment (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010). The best way to reduce homozygosity is
supplementation of populations with geographically isolated individuals through
translocations, which introduces new genetic information (Smyser and Rhodes, 2010).
For example, the extant population’s genetic diversity, in New Jersey, was calculated at
H0 =0.20±0.02 and HE = 0.17±0.01, which demonstrated low genetic diversity, which was
not unexpected due to its size (Doyle, 2018). However, heterzygosity of woodrats chosen
from Pennsylvania was measured at 0.28±0.02, therefore the likelihood of introducing
genetic alleles was high and it was later proven that the heterzygosity of New Jersey’s
population had increased upon successful breeding, of the introduced individuals (Doyle,
2018).
Management of the Declining Species
Current management plans are aimed at monitoring extant populations in order to detect
changes in population abundance and alleviate current pressure on those populations
(Mengak et al., 2010). Pennsylvania, Indiana, Massachusetts, Virginia, and New Jersey
have current established monitoring and management plans for Allegheny woodrats
(Mengak et al., 2010). However, while many states have established action programs, the
programs and methods vary widely between states and there is a need to establish a single
protocol that can be utilized for all states involved in the management of the species
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(Wright, 2010). By establishing a single protocol, it would ensure that standard protocols
are consistently used in studies, which would allow for greater comparisons between
habitats, rapid implementation of programs, and overall population trends to be observed,
with minimal modifications (Peles and Wright, 2010). Therefore it is suggested that, the
positive and most successful parts of each state’s protocols be organized together to serve
as one collective protocol (Peles and Wright, 2010). However, a single protocol cannot be
implemented without communication and cooperation between states in both the planning
and implementation of the standard methods, which can be difficult to facilitate for a
number of reasons (Peles and Wright, 2010). Despite this block, any management plan,
state specific or collaborative, should be aimed at detecting changes in populations over
time as well as the causative factors of that change (Mengak et al, 2010).
One example of a state program is that of New Jersey. In the state of New Jersey, there is
one extant population located along the Hudson River Palisades (Wright, 2010). Current
management of the Allegheny woodrats, in New Jersey, falls under the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Endangered and Nongame Species
Program (ENSP). The management program includes yearly trapping to monitor
population size and genetics, deworming of raccoon populations, monitoring of raccoon
roundworm prevalence, and a translocation program to increase genetic diversity (2017
personal communications from Gretchen Fowles). The program is showing success:
population abundance estimates have increased; genetic analysis indicates that
translocated rats are introducing new genetic alleles into the population, and raccoon
roundworm prevalence has decreased (2017 personal communication from Gretchen
Fowles). However, it is also important to understand the current factors preventing
reestablishment of historic woodrat sites throughout New Jersey and the causes that have
led to extinction of those populations. Without an understanding of how these factors
influenced population in the past and how they are still influencing population today, it is
not possible to further expand the management plan for the species in New Jersey. Once
these factors are better understood, the management plan can be expanded to include
reintroductions into historic habitat in order to re-establish the species throughout New
Jersey.
This study will examine the current factors affecting four historic Allegheny woodrat
sites along the Kitatinny Ridge system in New Jersey. The study will help to identify
factors that would negatively affect woodrat populations, if present, develop predictions
about the factors that led to the extinction of each population, and how they affects the
current quality of each study and to determine whether any of the sites could be potential
future habitat for the expansion of Allegheny woodrat populations throughout New
Jersey via reintroduction. The goals of this study are to 1) evaluate the effects of factors
across multiple study locations, 2) investigate how these factors affect the overall quality
15

of each study site, and 3) propose management options for future work within New
Jersey.
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Methods
Site Selection
Known historic Allegheny woodrat habitat, potential habitat, and current habitat locations
were obtained from the NJDEP (2017 personal communications from Gretchen Fowles).
Locations were designated as “historic” if there was a confirmed visual sighting of
Allegheny woodrats or if a woodrat was captured through live trapping (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). Other locations were designated as possible
locations if the sites exhibited habitat that met the requirements of the Allegheny
woodrats, but had no confirmation of previous inhabitance (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). Lastly, the current habitat marks the extant
population of woodrats located in the Hudson River Palisades (Figure 1).
All site locations were plotted using ArcGIS and buffers were applied using the
definitions of Hassigner et al. (2010) for habitat site and metapopulations to all possible
sites (Figure 1). A 200 m buffer was applied to designate a habitat site and a 4.25 km
buffer was applied to represent maximum average dispersal distances between subpopulations of a metapopulation. Sites were designated as a potential metapopulation if
the outer buffers representing maximum dispersal differences overlapped.
Study sites, that were evaluated, met two qualifications 1) they were known historic
locations with confirmed evidence until at least the mid-1980’s – the most recent
evidence of all listed historic sites – and 2) they are part of a metapopulation matrix
involving several historic locations. Additionally, location of sites along the Kittatinny
Ridge system means that these historic sites are located closest to the extant population
(Figure 2). Study sites all covered between 9,500-10,000m2 and the boundaries were
marked using four GPS points obtained at each location (GPS points were translated from
degrees decimal minutes to decimal degree for use in ArcGIS).
Two of the study sites were located within Picatinny Arsenal. The first study site,
henceforth called Picatinny Lower, is within the Robinson Enclosure, and is the most
southern site along the Kittatinny ridge system. Evidence of Allegheny woodrats from
this site includes captured woodrats in 1984 as well as scat samples (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). Additionally, Kathleen LoGiudice attempted a
reintroduction in 1996, marking the last known population at this site (LoGiudice, 2003).
The site is characterized by a rocky boulder field at the base of the cliff with intermittent
open patches of rock field throughout a forested area. The site is easily accessible by a
road that adjoins the lowest point of the talus slopes.
The second study site, within Picatinny Arsenal, henceforth called Picatinny Upper, is
further north along the ridge and is located within the Gorge Testing Facility. While there
is no visual conformation of Allegheny woodrats at this site, there were scat samples
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collected until 1984 and the site is connected to Picatinny Lower with talus slopes and
cliffs (2017 personal communications from Gretchen Fowles). This site, like Picatinny
Lower, also had a reintroduction attempt in 1996 (LoGiudice, 2003). Picatinny Upper is
similarly characterized by talus field at the base of the cliff; however, the talus field is
open with tree cover located only along the edge of the talus field. The site is accessible
by a short hike from an unpaved road that runs near the study site.
The third study site, north of Picatinny Arsenal, is located along the northwestern shore
of Green Pond, in Rockaway Township, Morris County, New Jersey. The land is owned
by Lake End Cooperation and was accessed with permission and the assistance of a
homeowner, Mr. Don Gulliksen. Evidence of Allegheny woodrat presence includes
trapping success until 1978 and visual sightings of scat until 1983 (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). The site is located at the base of a cliff and is
mainly characterized by open rocky talus. The site has some tree cover located along the
top half of the site and is bordered by the lake on the lower portion. The site is accessible
by canoeing across the lake to the far shore.
The fourth and final study site, located the farthest north, is within Rockaway Township
and is owned by the Morris County Park Commission. All permits required for this site
were obtained from the Park Commission before research was conducted. Similar to the
Green Pond study site, this site had a successful trapping of Allegheny Woodrats in 1978
and scat evidence until 1984. This study site is located at the base of a cliff and consists
of a large open, rocky talus field surrounded by forest. The site is accessible by hiking
down a service road to a low point in the cliff, descending the cliff and then hiking back
along the cliff base until the talus field is reached.
Tree Surveys
Percent tree cover was calculated using satellite photos obtained from ArcGIS. The
testing site boundaries were drawn using the GPS points obtained in the field. A grid
system was drawn over the study site image. Grid sections were marked as either rock or
tree cover (the water was removed from calculation with respect to Green Pond) and
calculations were performed to determine percent coverage and percent open talus field.
Due to the high tree densities and unequal distributions, the vegetation was analyzed
qualitatively. The same surveyor walked the study sites and identified the primary species
located within each of the sites. Relative percentages of coverage of each tree species
were estimated visually to the nearest hundredth percent. Once calculated, the relative
coverage of tree species was evaluated by multiplying the percent species coverage by
total coverage. Furthermore, it was noted where each of the species were primarily
located within the study sites. Lastly, any interesting finds were also documented, for
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example the presence of a mature American chestnut, other hard mast species, and
understory vegetation.
The same surveyor analyzed all four study sites and ranked them from best (1) – worst
(4) habitat, in comparison to the other study sites. Ranks were based on the percent of
open talus, location of talus, prevalence of oaks, and total diversity of tree species
present. Sites with a higher percentage of open space, higher oak prevalence and a larger
diversity in trees received better ranks. In instances where one site could not be
distinguished as better or worse from another, the remaining ranks were averaged out.
Scat Sampling
To evaluate raccoon roundworm prevalence, raccoon scat was collected once a month for
a period of three months, following Smyser et al.’s protocol for latrine searches (2010).
Transects lines spanning the length of the study site and twenty meters wide were used to
search for scat, however in this instance, both solitary scat samples and latrines were
collected (Smyser et al., 2010). Along each transect, microhabitats were searched for
samples, including water edges, fallen logs, tree bases, and rock outcroppings (Smyser et
al., 2010). In addition, to actively searching for samples, any sample found while
performing other work was also collected. Effort was calculated as the total number of
hours spent searching for samples.
All raccoon scat found was collected following NJDEP standard protocols (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). Scat samples were immediately bagged, labeled
and the location recorded – GPS coordinates. In the case of large latrines, samples were
collected until there was no scat left at the location. The samples were later given an
additional ID number for the NJDEP database and the samples were frozen until tested.
Samples were tested using Dr. Kristen Page’s protocol (2017 personal communication).
Frozen samples were first thawed at room temperature until soft. Sugar solution was
made by mixing one pound of sugar with 355 mL of deionized water until completely
dissolved and then tested to ensure that the specific gravity was between 1.2-1.3 (solution
was measured at 1.26 specific gravity). Five grams of scat was mixed with thirty grams
of prepared sugar solution using a tongue depressor and sampling cup. The samples were
then strained through two layers of cheesecloth into a second cup and then transferred
into a 15 mL falcon tube. The falcon tubes were then centrifuged for five minutes at
2,000 rpm. The top layer of fluid was removed using a sterile pipette, transferred to a
slide and covered with a coverslip. Slides were evaluated for the presence of
Baylisascaris eggs, and marked as either positive or negative. The slides were then sealed
with clear nail polish and refrigerated. Finally, the slides were mailed to Dr. Kristen Page
at Wheaton College, who also evaluated the slides, in order to confirm the results.
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A Fisher’s exact test was performed to determine whether the raccoon roundworm
prevalence was the same between sites and was used to rank them from best (1) – worst
(4) habitat, in comparison to the other study sites. Sites with high levels of raccoon
roundworm received lower ranks. In instances where one site could not be distinguished
as better or worse from another, the remaining ranks were averaged out.
Predator and Competitor Surveys
The presence of other faunal species was evaluated through camera trap studies and
visual sightings, in order to determine the possible competitors and predators present at
each study site. Camera surveys were conducted using Brosi and Serfass’s protocol for
the predator surveys and a modified version for competitor surveys (2017 personal
communications).
Cameras remained in the field for a period of two weeks, (set up dates August 30th, 2017
for Morris and Green Pond Sites, September 2nd, 2017 for Picatinny Lower and
September 5th for Picatinny Upper) and collection date September 16th, 2017 (2017
personal communications from Brosi and Serfass). Cameras were baited and placed out
on the first date of the trapping period. The bait was then replaced on day eight
(September 9th, 2017) and the camera card and batteries were changed, if needed.
Inconsistency with start dates was due to accessibility to Picatinny Arsenal during that
time period.
Two cameras, at each location, were baited with peanut butter and placed within the rock
fields in order to determine possible competitors. Cameras were secured using wooden
platforms and rocks, and bait was smeared on the rock faces (Meek et al., 2014). Three
additional cameras at each location were baited with sardines and were placed on the
edge of the rock field near tree cover in order to determine the possible predators that
were present (Table 1). Cameras were attached to either trees using camera straps or were
supported with wooden platforms, while bait was screwed onto trees approximately half a
meter from the ground – all screws and bait cans were removed from the woods at the
end of the study (Meek et al., 2014; 2017 personal communications from Brosi and
Serfass). Additionally, any vegetation, which could obstruct the video or falsely set off
the cameras, was tied back or removed from around the cameras (Meek et al., 2014). All
cameras were set to record ten second videos on one-minute intervals when triggered by
an animal (motion activated).
The videos from all cameras were then evaluated for the species present and the number
of observations of each species. Due to the inability to distinguish individuals of each
species on camera, the totals reflect the number of observations of each species rather
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than the total number of individuals in each species. Targeted species were any
mammalian species that could possibly be present within the study sites, however any
video including other vertebrate species were also included in the analysis (Meek et al.,
2014).Videos containing researchers performing maintenance, leaves moving in the wind,
insects, or rain were not included in the analysis. Any mechanical or study related
problem were also noted. Additionally, visual sighting of any predator or competitor seen
in the field were also noted. The data was then compiled into total occurrences for each
species at each of the testing locations. Videos that containing animals that showed only
small portions or animals too close to the cameras were marked as unidentifiable. Visual
sightings in the field were also recorded.
A Chi-square test of independence was performed to determine whether the total species
composition was the same between sites and was used to rank them from best (1) – worst
(4) habitat, in comparison to the other study sites. In order to meet the requirements for
the Chi-square test (at least 80% of the expected values must be greater than 5) species
were consolidated into four groups competitors (sciurids, mice, song birds, and black
bears), competitors (owls and snakes), both (raccoons) and neither (skinks, opossum,
porcupines, unknown, and vultures). Sites with high levels of either predators or
competitors received lower ranks. In instances where one site could not be distinguished
as better or worse from another, the remaining ranks were averaged out.
GIS Mapping
Maps were created for each of the four study sites. Boundaries were created for the site
by connecting the four boundary corners collected in the field. Scat collection locations
and camera placement locations were then mapped using ArcGIS. GPS points were
translated from degrees decimal minutes to decimal degree for use in ArcGIS. Locations
for scat collections were symbolized using a graduated scale representing the number of
samples collected from each of the recorded GPS locations. Camera placements were
symbolized to mark the location of the camera for the entire testing period.
Site Ranking
Rankings were compiled from each of the three tested variables, habitat quality,
competitor and predator abundance, and raccoon roundworm prevalence, in order to
determine an overall rank. The ranks from each of the three tests were given equal rate in
determining the overall rank. The overall ranks were used to determine which sites were
best suited for future management work. Sites with a lower overall rank were considered
a priority over those receiving a higher overall rank.
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Results
Tree Surveys
Total tree coverage was first calculated and the relative abundance of tree species was
determined. The relative abundance was then factored against the percent tree cover in
order to characterize the overall make up of each of the study sites (Figure 3).
Picatinny Lower’s tree cover was estimated at 88%. The trees were evenly distributed
throughout the site with a few patchy open areas. The trees were mainly black birch
(Betula lenta) (50%), followed by red oak (Quercus rubra) and chestnut oak (Quercus
prinus) (25%), red maple (Acer rubrum) (15%) and the last 10% white pine (Pinus
strobus), white walnut (Juglans cinerea), white ash (Fraxinus americana), American
chestnut, and hickory species (Carya sp) (Figure 3). The black birch, oaks and red maples
were evenly distributed throughout the sites. The other tree species were not extremely
plentiful and some species had only one or two individuals. The American chestnut tree
was small with no visible nuts.
The Picatinny Upper site had approximately 56% canopy cover located directly around
three of the edges of the rock field. The species are mainly black birch (50%), eastern
hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) (20%), chestnut oak (20%), and 10% quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), American chestnut, and
common witch-hazel (Hamamelis virginiana) (Figure 3). The hemlocks were only
located along the low boundary of the site, while the chestnut oak was located along the
upper boundary. The black birch was located around the entire outer edge. One notable
sample was an American chestnut that had several nuts.
The Green Pond study site had approximately 54% tree cover across the upper half of the
site while the lower half is characterized by rock field. The trees were 30% American
beech, 30% black birch, 15% red maple, 15% red oak, and 10% white birch (Betula
papyrifera), common witch-hazel, sassafras (Sassafras albidum), mountain laurel
(Kalmia latifolia), and Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) (Figure 3). The
black birch was evenly distributed throughout the entire forested area. The lower half of
the tree cover included American beech mixed with the birch. The upper half included
red maple and red oak mixed throughout the birch. The remaining trees did not follow
any pattern and were mainly scattered throughout the forested area with few small shrublike trees near the edge of the lake.
The Morris study site had approximately 50% tree cover and 50% open rock field. The
trees present were mainly located around the three edges of the site with the fourth
leading towards more rock. The trees present were composed mainly of 70% black birch,
10% red oak, 10% chestnut oak, and 2% red maple (Figure 3). The remaining 8% of the
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trees were composed of mountain laurel, common witch-hazel, sassafras, American
chestnut, Virginia creeper, and pokeweed (Phytolacca Americana). One notable
specimen was the American chestnut, with viable nuts, although small. The birch trees
mainly lined the edge of the rock field with the oak species located as a secondary layer
outside the birch species. Many of the less prevalent species composed of a small
understory including the pokeweed, common witch-hazel, Virginia creeper, poison ivy
(Toxicodendron radicans) and sassafras. There were a few small birch located though out
the rock field that grew more like bushes than trees.
The sites were ranked from most (1) to least (4) favorable habitat based on a number of
characteristics. Green Pond received a rank of one because it had adequate open space,
decent amount of oak availability, and a wide diversity of smaller understory species.
Morris received a rank of two because while it had similar understory species and
adequate open space the percentage of oaks relative to other species was lower. Picatinny
Upper received a rank of three because it had even less oak abundance and a smaller
percentage of open space. Finally, Picatinny Lower received the lowest rank, four,
because it had very little open space and not a high abundance of oak species.
Scat Sampling
A total of 150 raccoon scat samples were
collected from all of the sites. Samples were
relatively evenly dispersed between the sites
with 45 collected from Picatinny Lower, 36
from Picatinny Upper, 46 from Green Pond and
23 from Morris (Figure 4). The percentage of
scat that tested positive at each testing site
ranged from 0.00% - 8.70% - Picatinny Lower
4.44%, Picatinny Upper 2.78%, Green Pond
8.70% and Morris 0.00%. Average infection rate
across all sites was 4.67%.

Illustration 1: Raccoon roundworm
egg from tested scat sample.

Effort was calculated as the number of hours
spent searching multiplied by the number of searchers. A minimum of eight hours was
spent searching for scat samples. In the instance of a low finding rate, search time was
expanded for up to a total of thirteen hours. Scat samples were also collected
opportunistically while performing other work and was not included in effort.
The sites were ranked from most to least favorable based on the prevalence of raccoon
roundworm. The Fisher’s exact test indicated that there was no significant difference in
raccoon roundworm prevalence between the sites (p=0.48). Therefor all sites received
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ranks of two and a half, to represent the average infection rate across all sites, despite the
differences detected in the field.
Predator and Competitor Surveys
Due to an accessibility problem Picatinny Upper site’s cameras were placed into the field
a few days late. There were some technical issues camera 523 (located at the Morris
study site) and 513 (located at the Picatinny Upper study site) did not record videos the
second week of the study. Additionally, camera 517 (located at the Picatinny Upper study
site) could not be found after the first week and was not recovered until a later date;
therefore it was not re-baited, but still recorded activity.
All four sites had between six and nine species (or groups in the case of sciurids and
snakes) observed throughout the study period (Figure 5). Raccoon observations were high
at all sites – greater than 60 observations – however; Morris site had an exceptionally
high observation rate for raccoons – 386. The observations of mice at the Morris and
Green Pond Study Sites and the observations of opossums at Picatinny Lower and Green
Pond Study Sites were also high compared to the other species – between 30 and 90
individuals. Other animals observed across all sites included combinations of song birds,
black bear, five-lined skinks (Plestiodon inexpactatus), owls, sciurids, snakes, porcupines
(Erethizon dorsatum), vultures, and unknown observations, all of which had 20 or less
observations.
A Chi-square test was performed to evaluate the overall species abundance. The test
indicated that there was a significant difference between the sites’ species compositions
(p < 0.0001). The sites were ranked from most (1) to least (4) favorable based on the
number of predators and competitors at the study site. Picatinny Upper received a rank of
one because it had the lowest levels of predators and competitors out of all the study
locations. Picatinny Lower and Green Pond had similar predator and competitor
compositions and both received a rank of two and a half. Morris received a rank of four
due to the high levels of raccoons.
GIS Mapping
All maps were created at the same scale for comparison purposes (Figures 7-10). All
camera and scat collection locations were located within the site boundaries for each of
the study sites. Scat samples ranged in size from a solitary sample to large latrines
containing sixteen samples. Camera locations were also plotted for spatial reference.
Site Rankings
Ranks from each of the three tests were compiled together in order to determine an
overall rank for each of the study sites. Factors were waited equally and the sites with a
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lower overall rank were considered ‘best’ for future research, however all sites showed
adequate habitat for future research. Picatinny Lower received ranks of 4, 2.5, and 2.5,
and therefor received a total rank of nine, making it the ‘least best’ for future research.
Picatinny Upper received ranks of 3, 2.5, and 1, and therefor received a total rank of six
and a half, making it the second choice for future research. Green Pond received ranks of
1, 2.5, and 2.5, and therefor received a total rank of six, making it the first choice for
future research. Finally, Morris received ranks of 2, 2.5, and 4, and therefor received a
total rank of eight and a half, making it the third choice for future research.
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Discussion
The results indicated that tree coverage, relative abundance and diversity were fairly
consistent across study locations, suggesting that all study sites had similar and adequate
habitat. Additionally, raccoon roundworm levels were determined to be similar across all
study sites. Finally, the predators and competitors found at each site were determined to
be significantly different between study sites. By looking more in depth at each variable
and at each of the study sites, this information can be used as a basis for conservation
management plans regarding both the historic and extant population habitats for the
Allegheny woodrat.
Implications of Factors across Study Sites
Despite differences in habitat characteristics, all of the study sites demonstrated adequate
habitat for Allegheny woodrats. Three of the four study sites, Picatinny Upper, Green
Pond, and Morris were characterized (50% or greater) by open talus and oak species
(Figure 3). The three sites were comprised (40% or greater) of open talus and to a lesser
extent oak species (11% or less). The fourth site had drastically less open talus (12%);
however it had double the percentage of oak coverage than that of any other study site
(22%). Although not measured, all four sites were noted by the investigator to have
diverse understories composed of a combination of Virginia creeper, poison ivy,
mountain laurel, rhododendron, common witch-hazel, sassafras and pokeweed. Based
solely on habitat characteristics of open rock versus cover and the variety of food
availability, Green Pond offers the best combination of open space and food diversity,
and received a rank of one, indicating a prime site for future reintroductions. The Morris
and Picatinny Upper study sites are very similar to one another, with the exceptions of the
presence of Eastern Hemlock around Picatinny Upper and more diverse understory at
Morris. Therefore Morris received a rank of two and Picatinny Upper a rank of three.
Finally, due to the drastically less open talus the Picatinny Lower study site has the
lowest quality habitat among the study sites and received a rank of four (Figure 6).
Raccoon roundworm levels were detected at an average of 4.67% (Figure 4). Individual
site infection rates ranged from 0-8.70%, however it was determined that this was not
statistically significant. Therefore the sites were considered to contain consistent levels of
raccoon roundworm, and all received equal rating in this category.
All of the study sites had a large diversity of vertebrate species present (six to nine
species/groups), and the observed species were common forest dwelling species (Figure
5). Species encountered included possible predators of Allegheny woodrats including,
owl, snakes and raccoon. Additionally, several competitor species, including chipmunk
(Tamias striatus), mouse, raccoon, black bear (Ursus americanus), song birds and
squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis and Glaucomys sabrinus), were also noted at most of the
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study sites. The Chi-square test determined that total species composition was
significantly different between each study site. The Morris site had an extremely high
observation (386) of raccoons and had relatively high competitor numbers, earning it a
rank of four. However, it should be noted that this could be due to a number of reasons,
including actual high numbers of raccoons, placement of the cameras, or trap happy
animals that were attracted to the bait. Two of the other study sites, Picatinny Lower and
Green Pond, had moderately high levels of raccoon and competitor presence, earning
them a rank of two and half. The last site, Picatinny Upper had lower levels of competitor
and predators, compared to the other sites and received a rank of one. Other known
predators of Allegheny woodrats, excluding raccoons, were noted at two sites, Picatinny
Lower and Green Pond. However, it is important to note that the camera traps were not
aimed at capturing aerial predators or reptiles, such as snakes. Sightings of snakes, during
fieldwork, included a black rat snake (Pantherophis obsoletus) at the Morris study site,
and a timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus) and copperhead (Agkistrodon contortrix) at
the Picatinny Upper study site. Overall, with the exception of high raccoon observations
at the Morris study site, both the competitor and predator levels were not unusual at any
site.
Individual Study Site Evaluations
Food availability and habitat characteristics, raccoon roundworm levels, and predator and
competitor presence play an integral role in whether or not the study sites are suitable
sites for Allegheny woodrats. It is therefore important that each of the sites be evaluated
as a whole, in order to determine their suitability for future research and possible
reintroductions. Ranks for each of the study sites were added together to create an overall
rank for each study site. The lower the total rank, the better the site quality.
As noted previously, the Picatinny Lower study site (Figure 7) demonstrated a lower
quality habitat as compared to the other study sites due to the high levels of canopy cover
distributed throughout the entirety of the study site. Additionally, the site had an average
level of raccoon roundworm and a regular abundance of both predators and competitors
in the area. While being an adequate site for Allegheny woodrats it was considered the
least best site for future work (Figure 6).
The Picatinny Upper study site (Figure 8) demonstrated only moderate quality of habitat
as compared to the other study sites. However, the site did an average level of raccoon
roundworm and a regular abundance of both predators and competitors in the area.
Overall, Picatinny Upper was considered to have the second best quality habitat of the
testing locations and should be highly considered for future work (Figure 6 and).
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The Green Pond study site (Figure 9) was characterized as having high quality habitat for
woodrats as compared to the other study sites. The site had an average level of raccoon
roundworm and a regular abundance of both predators and competitors in the area. The
Green Pond site received an overall rating of six, making it the first choice, out of the
study sites, for future research (Figure 6).
The Morris study site (Figure 10) was characterized by moderate habitat quality as
compared to the other study sites. The site did not have raccoon roundworm that was
detected, however it is likely that there is raccoon roundworm present at this site, and was
not detected due to the low sample size. Lastly, the site did demonstrate high
observations of raccoons and moderate levels of other predators and competitors.
Therefore, the Morris study site received an overall rank of eight and a half, making it the
third choice for future research (Figure 6).
After evaluating all the factors tested, it is hypothesized that the extinction of Allegheny
woodrats in each of these locations is likely due to the synergistic effects of low mast
productivity, which likely negatively affected recruitment, and infection by raccoon
roundworm, which increased mortality. If one or both of these issues are mitigated, it is
possible that a healthy Allegheny woodrat population could be reestablished in any of the
study sites. For example, increasing food availability could include management of tree
species in the surrounding forests, supplementary food items, and the introduction of
genetically modified disease-resistant chestnut trees (Hassinger et al., 2010). In addition,
a raccoon roundworm baiting program would help eliminate the parasite and has been
shown to be effective in the New Jersey Palisades population (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). Therefore it is important to incorporate these
factors into a management plan for both the historic locations, in the interest of
reintroductions, and for the extant population, in order to prevent the same processes.
Future research into the possible reintroduction of woodrats into the studied sites should
consider the rankings established by this research. The Green Pond study site received the
lowest (most suitable) rank of six followed by Picatinny Upper with a ranks of six and a
half. Morris site received a total rank of eight and a half and was ranked third overall.
Finally the Picatinny Lower study site was considered least suitable with a rank of nine.
However, while this system comparatively ranks the four study sites against each other, it
is important to note that all four sites exhibited adequate habitat for Allegheny woodrat
persistence. Based on the rankings of the study sites in this investigation and any future
investigations, serious thought should be given to possible reintroductions of this
important forest species. However, it is suggested that reintroductions should only be
initiated after the establishment of a raccoon round worm baiting program. Finally, if
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reintroductions are attempted, connectivity within and between metapopulations should
also be addressed.
Proposed Management Plans for New Jersey
Many researchers who have studied Allegheny woodrat have come to the conclusion that
we will never know the exact reasons or factors that lead to their decline, nor how those
factors interacted with one another (Peles and Wright, 2010). Therefore it is important
that we manage habitat for the factors that currently affect the species (Peles and Wright,
2010). As mentioned previously New Jersey does have a management plan in place for
Allegheny woodrats, however it is focused solely on the extant population located within
the Hudson River Palisades. The management plan is focused on increasing the size and
distribution of the woodrats population throughout the palisades, reducing the prevalence
of raccoon roundworm and supplementing genetic variability (2017 personal
communications from Gretchen Fowles). The management plan addresses one of the
hypothesized declines throughout New Jersey (increased raccoon roundworm prevalence)
in that there is an active baiting program established to inoculate raccoons against the
roundworm (2017 personal communications from Gretchen Fowles). The second issue,
decline in hard mast, is not addressed however, it is suspected that due to the number of
invasive plant species, located within the Hudson River Palisades, there is a wider variety
of available food sources for the woodrats and that loss of hard mast will not be a
significant factor in the population (2017 personal communications from Gretchen
Fowles). Therefore, the New Jersey management plan should be expanded to include
management of historic locations.
Future work on historic Allegheny woodrat sites should focus firstly on evaluating the
remaining known historic locations and, if possible, other identified habitat of adequate
quality. Evaluations should include, at minimum, assessments of the quality of habitat
including talus characterizations and canopy cover, assessments of availability of food
resources, especially hard mast, and prevalence of raccoon roundworm. In this instance, a
ranking system was developed that compared the evaluated sites against one another in
order to determine which sites had a higher quality of habitat. However, it is suggested
that this system be adjusted when looking at more of the historic locations, to include
other factors such as time since last sighting/capture of woodrats. Furthermore, it is
important to look at the possibility of reintroduction into historic habitat. Reintroduction
efforts should be focused at both the habitat and metapopulation levels, taking into
consideration the habitat quality of specific sites, but also the geographic relationships
with one another (Peles and Wright, 2010). Finally, in order to address the current
leading factor of woodrat decline, increasing raccoon roundworm levels, a raccoon
baiting program should be established prior to any attempted reintroduction, in order to
minimize the impacts of the parasites on the woodrats (Feldhamer and Poole, 2010).
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Lastly, although often forgotten, public support is important in conservation (Serfass,
2010). Although difficult, due to the fact that woodrats lack a charismatic appeal coupled
with the facts that they are often associated negatively with the Norway Rat (Rattus
norvegicus), it is important that this factor of conservation not be overlooked (Peles and
Wright, 2010). Increasing public empathy and stewardship towards woodrats can be
accomplished in a number of ways, for example increasing public awareness of the
problems faced by woodrats and implementing outreach programs through conservation
associations and schools (Feldhamer and Poole, 2010; Serfass, 2010). Therefore a
program needs to be created that can meet this qualification for the future.
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Figures:

Figure 1: Map of All Allegheny Woodrat Sites in New Jersey. Allegheny woodrat sites in New Jersey including the
extant population (circle), historic locations (triangles), potential habitat (squares), and historic sites included in the study
(stars). The larger circles represent the 4.25 km buffer that was applied to represent average maximum dispersal distance
between habitat patches. Areas where buffers overlap represent a possible metapopulation matrix. (ESRI, 2011A)
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Figure 2: Map of Study Sites. A closer view of Figure 1, focused on the four study sites (stars). The study sites contain
overlapping buffers, suggesting a possible metapopulation matrix could be established (ESRI, 2011A)
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Figure 3: Tree and Rock characterizations of Each Study Site. Characteristics of each site including open space and
percent of each tree species calculated by percent species abundance*percent tree coverage.
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Figure 4: Prevalence of Raccoon Roundworm at Each Study Site. Prevalence was calculated by number of positive
samples (PS)/ total number of samples (TNS). Since there was no significant difference between sites, the average raccoon
roundworm level across all sites is represented by dashed line.
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Figure 5: Number of Species Observations at the Four Study Sites. Total species observed on all camera at all four study
sites, cameras were baited with either sardines or peanut butter. Total number of species represents the number of observations
not individuals.
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Figure 6: Study Site Ranks. Overall site ranks for each of the categories evaluated. The lower total ranks indicate better overall
site characteristics.
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Figure 7: Map of Picatinny Lower Site. Map contains camera locations (camera symbol), the number of scat samples
from each location within the site (white dots), and the site boundaries (white line) (ESRI, 2011B)
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Figure 8: Map of Picatinny Upper Site. Map contains camera locations (camera symbol), the number of scat samples from
each location within the site (white dots), and the site boundaries (white line) (ESRI, 2011B)
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Figure 9: Map of Green Pond Site. Map contains camera locations (camera symbol), the number of scat samples from
each location within the site (white dots), and the site boundaries (white line) (ESRI, 2011B)
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Figure 10: Map of Morris Site. Map contains camera locations (camera symbol), the number of scat samples from each
location within the site (white dots), and the site boundaries (white line) (ESRI, 2011B)
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Tables
GIS GPS
N

GIS GPS
W

519

Sardines 40°57.723' 74°32.451' 40.96205°

-74.54085°

526

Sardines 40°57.742' 74°32.433' 40.96237°

-74.54055°

515

Sardines 40°57.747' 74°32.419' 40.96245°

-74.54032°

510

PB

40°57.731' 74°32.446' 40.96218°

-74.54077°

518

PB

40°57.754' 74°32.426' 40.96257°

-74.54043°

511

Sardines 40°58.546' 74°31.913' 40.97577°

-74.53188°

513

Sardines 40°58.548' 74°31.933' 40.97580°

-74.53222°

512

Sardines 40°58.569' 74°31.926' 40.97612°

-74.53210°

517

PB

40°58.550' 74°31.901' 40.97583°

-74.53168°

508

PB

40°58.542' 74°31.936' 40.97570°

-74.53227°

528

Sardines 40°59.852' 74°30.579' 40.99753°

-74.50965°

507

Sardines 40°59.836' 74°30.586' 40.99727°

-74.50977°

503

Sardines 40°59.824' 74°30.595' 40.99707°

-74.50992°

504

PB

40°59.824' 74°30.590' 40.99707°

-74.50983°

505

PB

40°59.864' 74°30.557' 40.99773°

-74.50928°

Morris

524

Sardines 41°01.707' 74°27.845' 41.02845°

-74.46408°

Morris

521

Sardines 41°01.726' 74°27.828' 41.02877°

-74.46380°

Morris

523

Sardines 41°01.734' 74°27.806' 41.02890°

-74.46343°

Morris

522

PB

-74.46325°

Site
Picatinny
Lower
Picatinny
Lower
Picatinny
Lower
Picatinny
Lower
Picatinny
Lower
Picatinny
Upper
Picatinny
Upper
Picatinny
Upper
Picatinny
Upper
Picatinny
Upper
Green
Pond
Green
Pond
Green
Pond
Green
Pond
Green
Pond

Camera
Number

Bait
Type

GPS
N

GPS
W

41°01.719' 74°27.795' 41.02865°
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Morris

520

PB

41°01.700' 74°27.832' 41.02833°

-74.46387°

Table 1: Camera Locations. Summary of camera locations for each of the testing sites
including the camera number, bait type, location from GPS (GPS N and GPS W) and
converted GPS coordinates for use in ArcGIS (GIS GPS N and GIS GPS W).
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Appendices:
Appendix A: Scat Collections
Collection
Site
Date
Picatinny Lower
08/17/2017

Field
ID
PL01

DEP
ID
221

GPS N

GPS W

GPS GIS N

GPS GIS W

Result

40°57.724'

74°32.444'

40.96207°

-74.54073°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL02

222

40°57.711'

74°32.461'

40.96185°

-74.54102°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL03

223

40°57.727'

74°32.433'

40.96212°

-74.54055°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL04

224

40°57.726'

74°32.448'

40.96210°

-74.54080°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL05

225

40°57.734'

74°32.439'

40.96223°

-74.54065°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL06

226

40°57.734'

74°32.439'

40.96223°

-74.54065°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL07

227

40°57.747'

74°32.415'

40.96245°

-74.54025°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL08

228

40°57.757'

74°32.428'

40.96262°

-74.54047°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL09

229

40°57.751'

74°32.442'

40.96252°

-74.54070°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL10

230

40°57.746'

74°32.153'

40.96243°

-74.53588°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL11

231

40°57.738'

74°32.458'

40.96230°

-74.54097°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL12

232

40°57.726'

74°32.445'

40.96210°

-74.54075°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL13

233

40°57.720'

74°32.445'

40.96200°

-74.54075°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL14

234

40°57.725'

74°32.446'

40.96208°

-74.54077°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL15

235

40°57.720'

74°32.446'

40.96200°

-74.54077°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

08/17/2017

PL16

236

40°57.739'

74°32.458'

40.96232°

-74.54097°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL17

262

40°57.729'

74°32.443'

40.96215°

-74.54072°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL18

263

40°57.729'

74°32.449'

40.96215°

-74.54082°

Negative
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Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL19

264

40°57.729'

74°32.453'

40.96215°

-74.54088°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL20

265

40°57.729'

74°32.449'

40.96215°

-74.54082°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL21

266

40°57.729'

74°32.449'

40.96215°

-74.54082°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL22

267

40°57.729'

74°32.449'

40.96215°

-74.54082°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL23

268

40°57.732'

74°32.448'

40.96220°

-74.54080°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL24

269

40°57.732'

74°32.448'

40.96220°

-74.54080°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL25

270

40°57.736'

74°32.443'

40.96227°

-74.54072°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

09/02/2017

PL26

271

40°57.732'

74°32.448'

40.96220°

-74.54080°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL27

301

40°57.738'

74°32.439'

40.96230°

-74.54065°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL28

302

40°57.738'

74°32.439'

40.96230°

-74.54065°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL29

303

40°57.738'

74°32.431'

40.96230°

-74.54052°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL30

304

40°57.738'

74°32.439'

40.96230°

-74.54065°

Positive

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL31

305

40°57.732'

74°32.447'

40.96220°

-74.54078°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL32

306

40°57.738'

74°32.446'

40.96230°

-74.54077°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL33

307

40°57.732'

74°32.447'

40.96220°

-74.54078°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL34

308

40°57.738'

74°32.440'

40.96230°

-74.54067°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL35

309

40°57.738'

74°32.434'

40.96230°

-74.54057°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL36

310

40°57.738'

74°32.439'

40.96230°

-74.54065°

Positive

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL37

311

40°57.726'

74°32.441'

40.96210°

-74.54068°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL38

312

40°57.732'

74°32.447'

40.96220°

-74.54078°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL39

313

40°57.734'

74°32.439'

40.96223°

-74.54065°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL40

314

40°57.738'

74°32.439'

40.96230°

-74.54065°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL41

315

40°57.726'

74°32.441'

40.96210°

-74.54068°

Negative
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Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL42

316

40°57.738'

74°32.440'

40.96230°

-74.54067°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL43

317

40°57.736'

74°32.442'

40.96227°

-74.54070°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL44

318

40°57.738'

74°32.434'

40.96230°

-74.54057°

Negative

Picatinny Lower

10/16/2017

PL45

319

40°57.738'

74°32.434'

40.96230°

-74.54057°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU01

213

40°58.555'

74°31.906

40.97592°

-74.53177°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU02

214

40°58.555'

74°31.906'

40.97592°

-74.53177°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU03

215

40°58.541'

74°31.913'

40.97568°

-74.53188°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU04

216

40°58.560'

74°31.901'

40.97600°

-74.53168°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU05

217

40°58.560'

74°31.902'

40.97600°

-74.53177°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU06

218

40°58.532'

74°31.937'

40.97553°

-74.53228°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU07

219

40°58.561'

74°31.925'

40.97602°

-74.53208°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

08/16/2017

PU08

220

40°58.604'

74°31.531'

40.97673°

-74.52552°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

09/05/2017

PU09

272

40°58.550'

74°31.901'

40.97583°

-74.53168°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

09/05/2017

PU10

273

40°58.542'

74°31.926'

40.97570°

-74.53210°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

09/09/2017

PU11

274

40°58.538'

74°31.929'

40.97563°

-74.53215°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

09/09/2017

PU12

275

40°58.547'

74°31.926'

40.97578°

-74.53210°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU13

277

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU14

278

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU15

279

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU16

280

40°58.530'

74°31.924'

40.97550°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU17

281

40°58.539'

74°31.909'

40.97565°

-74.53182°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU18

282

40°58.534'

74°31.909'

40.97557°

-74.53182°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU19

283

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative
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Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU20

284

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU21

285

40°58.336'

74°31.927'

40.97227°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU22

286

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU23

287

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU24

288

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU25

289

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU26

290

40°58.576'

74°31.927'

40.97627°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU27

291

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU28

292

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU29

293

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU30

294

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU31

295

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU32

296

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU33

297

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Positive

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU34

298

40°58.536'

74°31.977'

40.97560°

-74.53295°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU35

299

40°58.536'

74°31.927'

40.97560°

-74.53212°

Negative

Picatinny Upper

10/16/2017

PU36

300

40°58.535'

74°31.924'

40.97558°

-74.53207°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP01

201

40°59.862'

74°30.545'

40.99770°

-74.50908°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP02

202

40°59.851'

74°30.562'

40.99752°

-74.50937°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP03

203

40°59.832'

74°30.574'

40.99720°

-74.50957°

Positive

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP04

204

40°59.831'

74°30.576'

40.99718°

-74.50960°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP05

205

40°59.831'

74°30.575'

40.99718°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP06

206

40°59.831'

74°30.574'

40.99718°

-74.50957°

Positive
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Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP07

207

40°59.872'

74°30.536'

40.99787°

-74.50893°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP08

208

40°59.871'

74°30.535'

40.99785°

-74.50892°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP09

209

40°59.885'

74°30.513'

40.99808°

-74.50855°

Negative

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP10

210

40°59.885'

74°30.511'

40.99808°

-74.50852°

Positive

Green Pond

08/15/2017

GP11

211

40°59.894'

74°30.575'

40.99823°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP12

237

40°59.808'

74°30.601'

40.99680°

-74.51002°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP13

238

40°59.819'

74°30.589'

40.99698°

-74.50982°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP14

239

40°59.840'

74°30.567'

40.99733°

-74.50945°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP15

240

40°59.994'

74°30.540'

40.99990°

-74.50900°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP16

241

40°59.827'

74°30.593'

40.99712°

-74.50988°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP17

242

40°59.830'

74°30.576'

40.99717°

-74.50960°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP18

243

40°59.809'

74°30.601'

40.99682°

-74.51002°

Negative

Green Pond

08/29/2017

GP19

244

40°59.831'

74°30.576'

40.99718°

-74.50960°

Negative

Green Pond

09/09/2017

GP20

276

40°59.828'

74°30.576'

40.99713°

-74.50960°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP21

325

40°59.901'

74°30.498'

40.99835°

-74.50830°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP22

326

40°59.905'

74°30.488'

40.99842°

-74.50813°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP23

327

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP24

328

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP25

329

40°59.905'

74°30.488'

40.99842°

-74.50813°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP26

330

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP27

331

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP28

332

40°59.895'

74°30.504'

40.99825°

-74.50840°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP29

333

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative
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Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP30

334

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP31

335

40°59.902'

74°30.494'

40.99837°

-74.50823°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP32

336

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP33

337

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP34

338

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP35

339

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP36

340

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP37

341

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP38

342

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Positive

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP39

343

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP40

344

40°59.942'

74°30.494'

40.99903°

-74.50823°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP41

345

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP42

346

40°59.904'

74°30.497'

40.99840°

-74.50828°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP43

347

40°59.882'

74°30.552'

40.99803°

-74.50920°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP44

348

40°59.837'

74°30.575'

40.99728°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP45

349

40°59.832'

74°30.575'

40.99720°

-74.50958°

Negative

Green Pond

10/17/2017

GP46

350

40°59.902'

74°30.494'

40.99837°

-74.50823°

Negative

Morris

08/15/2017

M01

212

41°01.699'

74°27.843'

41.02868°

-74.46405°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M02

245

41°01.787'

74°28.063'

41.02868°

-74.46772°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M03

246

41°01.629'

74°27.962'

41.02868°

-74.46603°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M04

247

41°01.713'

74°27.844'

41.02868°

-74.46407°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M05

248

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M06

249

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative
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Morris

08/30/2017

M07

250

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M08

251

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M09

252

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M10

253

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M11

254

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M12

255

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M13

256

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M14

257

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M15

258

41°01.715'

74°27.838'

41.02868°

-74.46397°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M16

259

41°01.723'

74°27.826'

41.02868°

-74.46377°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M17

260

41°01.726'

74°27.828'

41.02868°

-74.46380°

Negative

Morris

08/30/2017

M18

261

41°01.719'

74°27.795'

41.02865°

-74.46325°

Negative

Morris

10/17/2017

M19

320

41°01.703'

74°27.846'

41.02868°

-74.46410°

Negative

Morris

10/17/2017

M20

321

41°01.721'

74°27.825'

41.02868°

-74.46375°

Negative

Morris

10/17/2017

M21

322

41°01.722'

74°27.806'

41.02870°

-74.46343°

Negative

Morris

10/17/2017

M22

323

41°01.722'

74°27.806'

41.02870°

-74.46343°

Negative

Morris
10/17/2017
M23
324
41°01.722'
74°27.806'
41.02870°
-74.46343°
Negative
Table 2: Scat Collection Summary. Summary of scat collected at each of the testing sites with both field and DEP ID. Locations
are listed by both the GPS (GPS N and GPS W) and the converted coordinates (GPS GIS N and GPS GIS W). Lastly, testing result
is indicated.
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Appendix B: Camera Results
Camera
Number of
Site
Species
Number
Occurrences
Picatinny Lower 510
Bear
1
Picatinny Lower 510
Five-lined
1
Skink
Picatinny Lower 510
Mouse
3
Picatinny Lower 510
Nothing
474
Picatinny Lower 510
Opossum
14
Picatinny Lower 510
Porcupine
1
Picatinny Lower 510
Raccoon
45
Picatinny Lower 510
Set Up
5
Picatinny Lower 510
Unidentifiable
1
Picatinny Lower 515
Bear
8
Picatinny Lower 515
Bird
2
Picatinny Lower 515
Mouse
1
Picatinny Lower 515
Nothing
2
Picatinny Lower 515
Opossum
27
Picatinny Lower 515
Raccoon
5
Picatinny Lower 515
Set Up
7
Picatinny Lower 515
Squirrel
3
Picatinny Lower 518
Bear
6
Picatinny Lower 518
Bird
1
Picatinny Lower 518
Five-lined
1
Skink
Picatinny Lower 518
Nothing
14

Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Lower
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper

518
518
518
518
519
226
519
519
519
519
519
526
526
526
526
526
526
526
508
508
508
508
508
511
511
511

Opossum
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel
Bear
Nothing
Opossum
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel
Unidentifiable
Bear
Nothing
Opossum
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel
Unidentifiable
Mouse
Nothing
Raccoon
Set Up
Vulture
Nothing
Raccoon
Set Up

11
8
8
2
4
15
16
7
7
2
2
4
41
3
2
6
1
1
1
16
9
8
1
65
40
5
53

Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Picatinny Upper
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond

511
512
512
512
512
512
513
513
513
513
517
517
517
517
503
503
503
503
503
503
504

Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond

504
504
504
504

Unidentifiable
Nothing
Porcupine
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel
Malfunction
Nothing
Raccoon
Set Up
Malfunction
Nothing
Raccoon
Set Up
Black Bear
Nothing
Opossum
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel
Five lined
Skink
Mouse
Nothing
Porcupine
Raccoon

1
285
3
18
4
2
0
2
1
7
0
12
26
2
3
737
1
9
5
1
1
31
125
1
26

Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond

504
504
505

Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Green Pond
Morris
Morris

505
505
505
505
505
507
507
507
507
507
507
507
528
528
528
528
528
528
528
528
520
520

Set Up
Unknown
Five lined
Skink
Mouse
Nothing
Porcupine
Raccoon
Set Up
Black Bear
Nothing
Opossum
Porcupine
Raccoon
Set Up
Unknown
Black Bear
Mouse
Nothing
Opossum
Owl
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel
Bird
Five-lined

4
1
2
3
16
1
8
5
2
3
16
1
17
8
1
14
1
16
14
14
8
12
7
3
1
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Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris

520
520
520
520
521
521

Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris

521
521
521
521
521
522
522
522
522
523
523

Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris

523
523
523
523
523
523

Skink
Mouse
Nothing
Raccoon
Set Up
Bird
Five-lined
Skink
Nothing
Opossum
Porcupine
Raccoon
Set Up
Mouse
Nothing
Raccoon
Set Up
Chipmunk
Five-lined
Skink
Malfunction
Nothing
Opossum
Raccoon
Set Up
Squirrel

25
17
112
9
3
3
15
2
2
86
11
86
49
71
13
2
1

Morris
Morris

523
524

Unidentifiable
1
Flying
1
Squirrel
Morris
524
Five-lined
1
Skink
Morris
524
Malfunction
11
Morris
524
Mouse
1
Morris
524
Nothing
16
Morris
524
Raccoon
44
Morris
524
Set Up
10
Morris
524
Squirrel
1
Morris
524
Vulture
8
Table 3: Species Observations by Camera. An expanded
version of the camera results from each of the testing sites. The
data is represented to include the species and the number of
observations for each of the camera location. Additionally, the
data includes maintenance of camera (Set Up) and videos
containing only leaves, insects, or rain (Nothing), which was
not included in the camera results summary present in the
results section and Figure 5..

0
7
1
32
6
1
55
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